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Adult female (above) and male (below) of the marsupial frog *Gastrotheca walkeri*. These frogs were found approximately 15 m above the ground on a branch in the canopy at the immediate vicinity of the biological station ‘Rancho Grande’ in the Henri Pittier National Park in northern Venezuela (Aragua State). The field station (see fig. 167) is located in a cloud forest at an elevation of 1,100 m on the southern slopes of the Cordillera de la Costa (10°21′N/67°41′W). Here, a temporary cytogenetic laboratory was established in the years 1987, 1989, 1992, 1997 and 1998 by Michael Schmid, Claus Steinlein and Wolfgang Feichtinger. Together with Venezuelan colleagues, a large number of amphibian, reptilian and small mammalian species were collected in many localities in Venezuela, cytogenetically analyzed in this field station, and numerous fascinating karyotypes were discovered for the first time. Photograph by Michael Schmid.
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Foreword

In 2010, Michael Schmid, James P. Bogart and S. Blair Hedges organized the monumental monograph *The Chromosomes of Terraranan Frogs*, containing detailed descriptions and illustrations of the karyotypes and genomes of 227 species of this major clade of anurans characterized by direct-development (one species is viviparous). It stands as the most complete cytogenetic study of a vertebrate group ever performed. Now, a mere two years later, Schmid and colleagues have produced the present volume, a work similarly rich in detail and coverage for the Neotropical frog family Hemiphractidae, a group in which the fertilized eggs are carried on the back, or in many others in a dorsal pouch, until hatching as a tadpole or small froglet. Study of the subject organisms and their karyotypes for the current monograph involved a dedicated commitment to collection and analysis carried out over a period of 43 years and included 16 expeditions to the American tropics (Central and South America, and Trinidad and Tobago). Although the focus of this study is on the chromosomes, the reader will be richly rewarded by paying attention to the exhaustive introductory sections on phylogeny, classification, biogeography, and especially those on reproduction, oogenesis, spermatogenesis, and early embryogenesis. Other sections of note are on developmental biology, life history and population declines in hemiphractids.

The major proportion of this book is given over to detailed descriptions of the karyotypes of 397 individuals representing 23 of the 100 species referred to the family and includes representatives of all genera except *Hemiphractus*. All karyotypes are illustrated by superb photographs selected from many hundreds taken. All modern techniques of preparation, including special staining, molecular probes, in situ hybridization, and genome measuring were the basis for data production. The extensive data sets are then used for the reconstruction of various karyophylogenies. These results are compared with cytogenetic published data for other amphibian taxa and other vertebrate groups and are supported by 1,300 literature citations. The final sections include discussion of structural and numerical repatterning of the family based on a background of general principles of chromosome evolution.

This monograph, like its predecessor *The Chromosomes of Terraranan Frogs*, raises and answers a wealth of fascinating questions on chromosome evolution, sex determination, meiosis, and cell biology while pointing out new questions to be considered. It will be especially of interest to recognized specialists in cytogenetics in general and specifically vertebrate cytogenetics for its elegant treatment of the material and issues of significance in the field. To the herpetologist, it provides the finely tuned treatment of the value of cytogenetic to phylogenetic reconstruction and the extraordinarily useful coverage of development, life history and biogeography. This opus thus stands as a tour de force in its own right!

Jay M. Savage
San Diego, Calif.
October 2012
Preface

The first expedition to South America and chromosome analyses for the present monograph on Hemiphractidae were realized by James P. Bogart 43 years ago in 1969. In 1987, Michael Schmid, Claus Steinlein and Wolfgang Feichtinger started with their collecting trips and cytogenetic studies in Central- and South America as well as in the Caribbean region. During 1989 and 1990, Thomas Haaf was involved in the immunocyto genetic studies on hemiphractid cells and chromosomes. In 2010, S. Blair Hedges, Eugenia M. del Pino and William E. Duellman joined this project with their contributions on phylogeny, embryology and life history of hemiphractid frogs. In that same year, Indrjit Nanda initiated experiments to locate sex-determining genes in the karyotypes of these frogs.

The time required for writing the text of the manuscript, as well as for the preparation of the numerous karyotypes and other illustrations, was only two years. All correspondence and discussions on hemiphractid frogs between the authors in the USA, Canada, Ecuador, and Germany took place by electronic mail, courier messages containing photographic negatives, electronic transmission of huge files with illustrations, and numerous but always humorous 'late night' telephone calls. Not a single face-to-face meeting of the authors, prior to or during the elaboration of this monograph, was necessary to keep this project going and adequately finished. On the one hand this shows the efficiency of modern communication technology, on the other hand it is compelling evidence for the enduring enthusiasm of all authors in this project.

Although the karyotypes of hemiphractid species are rather conservative when compared to other groups of neotropical anurans, they raise and answer a wealth of fascinating questions on chromosome evolution, sex determination, meiosis, and cell biology. Furthermore, reproduction, embryology and life history of the Hemiphractidae belong to the most challenging aspects in herpetology and developmental biology. It is for this reason that these chapters have been included in the present monograph.

The present book comprises the chromosomes of only 23 of the 100 different recognized hemiphractid species, and one genus (Hemiphractus) could even not be included at all, although all efforts were made to obtain living specimens. One of the reasons is certainly the regrettable recent scarcity of many species in their former habitats, which is attributable, among other factors, to excessive human activities in the Neotropics. However, the wealth of cytogenetic data obtained from the 23 analyzed hemiphractid species provides a solid background to justify the publication of this book.

An adequate knowledge of phylogenesis is a necessary prerequisite for interpreting chromosome evolution in any group of eukaryotes. Most earlier comparative studies dealing with chromosome evolution in Amphibia were restricted by poor knowledge of their relationships. One of the few exceptions is an extensive analysis on terraranan chromosome evolution [Schmid et al., 2010] which used knowledge of their phylogeny down to the species group and species series level. In the present investigation, the evolution of hemiphractid karyotypes was also determined by mapping the karyotype characters on their molecular phylogeny to determine the most parsimonious arrangements.

In the present book, the results obtained for the analyzed hemiphractid frogs are always compared with cytogenetic data published for other amphian taxa and other vertebrates or invertebrates. The deduced structural and numerical chromosome repatternings in hemiphractids are explained on the background of general principles of chromosome evolution. We have always aspired for a very high quality of histological sections, chromosome preparations and microphotographs, as well as for precise and explanatory graphics, schematic drawings and tables.
In spite of the detailed data presented here, we are aware that many questions concerning chromosome evolution in the Hemiphractidae remain unanswered. A careful cytogenetic examination of many additional species in the genera *Cryptobatrachus*, *Hemiphractus*, *Gastrotheca*, and *Stefania* is required in order to obtain a more complete picture of the fascinating chromosomes as well as of the karyophylogeny of these frogs. We also expect our interpretations on hemiphractid chromosome evolution will likely change in light of work including molecular cytogenetic techniques, especially those using in situ hybridizations with chromosome-specific DNA probes. Nevertheless, the information presented here provides a good basis and foundation for future research on these frogs.

The present book is the second volume in a larger series dedicated to amphibian cytogenetics launched by Karger Publishers. We hope it will be useful for providing detailed and archival information on hemiphractid karyotypes and genomes to recognized specialists in amphibian and vertebrate cytogenetics. We also expect that this monograph will encourage students to participate in future investigations on vertebrate cytogenetics.

Michael Schmid, Würzburg
James P. Bogart, Guelph, Ont.
S. Blair Hedges, University Park, Pa.
October 2012
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Remarks

Remarks on the Use of Scientific Names

Throughout the present monograph the scientific Latin names used for the species of Hemiphractidae and Terraranida follow the electronic database of Frost [2010] and the systematics and nomenclature of Crawford and Smith [2005], Heinicke et al. [2007, 2009] and Hedges et al. [2008a, b]. An exception are the species Fritziana fissilis, F. goeldii and F. ohausi, which were originally described as Fritziana, then transferred to Flectonotus, and recently retransferred to the genus Fritziana [Duellman et al., 2011b]. Common names of the hemiphractids and terraranans have been avoided.

The scientific names of all other amphibian species referred to in the text and tables are the same as were used in the original cited publications. Changes of scientific names of non-hemiphractid and non-terraranan amphibians are provided in Appendix I and are regularly updated in the electronic database of Frost [2010].

The scientific names used for all non-amphibian species referred to in the text are the same as in the original cited publications.

Remarks on the Illustrations, Tables and Appendices

The figures 1–159 are incorporated within the text of chapters 1.1–3.37. The legends to these figures are placed beneath or on the page before or after the corresponding illustrations. The color figures 160–168, showing the living terraranan species and their habitats, are placed on pages 332–340 and are referred to in the text. The tables 1–24 are incorporated within the text of chapters 1.1–3.37 and, when possible, are placed next to the pages where they are first referred. The Appendices I–III, which provide supplementary information, are found on pages 370–376.

Remarks on Previous Publications

The results of the cytogenetic studies on 14 out of the 23 hemiphractid species presented in this monograph were partially published in previous publications. These species are: Cryptobatrachus boulengeri, Flectonotus pygmaeus, Fritziana fissilis, F. goeldii, F. ohausi, Gastrotheca cornuta, G. espeletia, G. gracilis, G. megacephala, G. ovifera, G. pseustes, G. riobambae, G. walker, and Stefania scalae (table 8). In seven of these species (F. pygmaeus, G. espeletia, G. megacephala, G. ovifera, G. pseustes, G. riobambae and G. walker), specific staining techniques and nucleic acid in situ hybridizations have been applied to the chromosomes. The chromosomes of the remaining seven species were only analyzed using conventional staining.

For the sake of completeness and for the convenience of the readers, theoretical cytogenetic background, modified figures, schematic drawings, and tables of our previous publications on Hemiphractidae are included in the present monograph. If necessary for a general understanding, the schematic drawings of other authors were redrawn in a modified form, and the source of the original drawing is included in the legend.